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DEAR COLLEAGUES!

Working as a solid team across all industrial facilities from Tengiz to Novorossiysk, Caspian Pipeline Consortium continues its operation and, as usual, displays excellence in responding to the challenges. All our divisions are working in a normal mode; we continue implementing our Debotlenecking Program and oil supplies are being delivered dynamically.

Considering the current epidemiological situation, most of our employees work remotely, using up-to-date communication technology and technical means at the company’s disposal. The Consortium Security, Transportation, HR and IT Units and other divisions have managed to organize their work with regard to these new conditions without any performance losses within a matter of days, and I am grateful to them for such an immediate response to this unconventional situation. Having this issue in our minds, we have provided comfortable working conditions for all the employees who work continuously and on a rotational basis at our Marine Terminal and in all the Consortium’s regions of operation.

The oil produced in Kazakhstan keeps flowing to our pipeline system without any interruption, just as usual. We can see how oil-producing companies of the Republic of Kazakhstan are reacting to the current economic situation and we endorse their optimism.

Thanks to our specialists’ understanding, high orderliness, and strong sense of responsibility, we have been working just as planned. For example, we have a new shipment record: in March 2020, we shipped 6,450,676 tons of oil at our Marine Terminal. It is 495,682 tons more than in December 2018, when the Consortium set its previous shipped-in-a-month record. We loaded 61 oil tankers in March, which also showed how intensive and efficiently we worked.

Obviously, the upcoming months will be rather challenging for our multinational team. However, I am sure we can handle even the most difficult tasks. CPC’s employees have been put to the test in terms of their professionalism, strength, readiness to mobilize their efforts, and ability to handle new challenges, and they have passed it with flying colors. I would like to wish you all to stay positive, maintain the team spirit and be ready to carry out the important tasks each of us is faced with today.

N. N. GORBAN
GENERAL DIRECTOR,
CASPIAN PIPELINE CONSORTIUM
Everybody knows where Caspian Pipeline Consortium starts from — from the main oil pumping station Tengiz located in the Atyrau Region of the Republic of Kazakhstan. It is one of the first and main oil pumping stations of the CPC’s pipeline. Tengiz PS was built back in 1989 and became a part of the pipeline in 2001. It was modernized in the course of the Expansion Project and can now pump oil without any interruption ensuring the stable work of our system. Another equally important modernization of Tengiz PS is happening right now within the framework of the CPC’s Pipeline Debottlenecking Program.

THE PROGRAM’S LARGEST FACILITY
One of the reasons for the technical upgrade of Tengiz PS is the increase in capacity of the name-sake deposit. Besides, it is important to take into consideration the long operational life of the equipment and pipes that have been used there since 1989. Requirements for the system stability with regard to the DBNP’s operating factor of no less than 0.95 also make the modernization of Tengiz PS relevant and important.

Based on the expert studies conducted together with JSC Giprovozstroi at the initial data collection stage, the following main solutions were developed for Tengiz PS. Existing pumps with impellers with a diameter of 475 mm will be replaced by similar pumps adapted to rotors with impellers with a diameter of 542 mm that will not change the operating scheme of the main pumping station. Oil custody metering station (LACT) and the safety valve assembly at the inlet of the pumping station will be also modernized. We will also mount a pressure control unit (PCLU) at the LACT outlet. It is also planned to build a new booster pumping station, where units with a larger differential pressure will be installed.

The modernization of the Tengiz PS power supply system implies the construction of frequency converter black-boxes for high-voltage motors of back-up pumping units. Moreover, there will be a new electrical room, a 220/10 kV electrical substation, and two 220 kV overhead power lines. The tank battery will be “strengthened” with two additional vertical steel tanks with floating roofs and necessary facilities. It will be literally the most extensive project out of all the planned works for a single DBNP facility.

OPTIMIZATION OF PROJECT SOLUTIONS
Since the CPC’s management team decided to focus on the improvement of quality of the solutions it adopts, the DBNP project team organized two additional field meetings at the construction site with the participation of specialists from the Operations Department from the Moscow office and the Eastern Region, as well as the Transportation and Commercial Departments. Thanks to extra engineering elaboration and joint discussions, it worked out to optimize and clarify the main technical solutions previously adopted during the pre-project examination of Tengiz PS.

Thus, for example, it worked out to optimize solutions for installation of 10 kV electrical equipment in the indoor switchgear and an integrated transformer substation without having to build an additional structure to the indoor switchgear building. Due to the installation of an additional 0.4 kV switchboards, as well as the use of existing remote I/O cabinets, the routing and number of the laid cable networks were optimized. A lot of attention was paid to the placement, design, piping and fire extinguishing system of two additional tanks. Since there are third-party engineering networks around Tengiz PS, it was proposed — in order to reduce the total area of the future facility — to surround the vertical steel tanks with floating roofs with steel-reinforced concrete dyke wall with an approximate height of 3 m, and even this solution required the relocation of the existing communication lines of Tengizshvroll LLP by agreement with the company. For that purpose, the additional land location was registered.

By the way, steel-reinforced concrete dyke wall for additional tanks, as well as frequency converters for high-voltage motors of back-up pumping units, will be used in the CPC’s pipeline system for the first time. It should be noted that during the field meetings, the project team managed to find a solution to one of the most difficult issues around the modernization of Tengiz PS: they found an optimal routing for new industrial pipelines from additional tanks to the future booster pumping station, considering that the existing collectors of the tank battery, which have been in operation since 1989, would be partly replaced. The difficulty of the task was supported by the lack of free space for laying two new collectors with a nominal diameter of 1,000 mm, the presence of a large number of existing engineering networks and communications, and the need for construction and installation work under the conditions of the operating enterprise.
n-line inspection is a strategic area in safe operation of crude oil transmission pipelines. The CPC’s efforts to this effect are discussed by Aleksandr Stepanov, Senior Engineer Pipeline Emergency Response.

Kilometers of Steel Line

“To begin, a few words about the CPC’s pipeline in general,” says Aleksandr Stepanov. “The Tengiz-Novorossiysk pipeline transmission system is composed of 1,511 km of pipeline with a diameter of 1,000 mm. The section from Tengiz PS to Atyrau PS is made of pipes manufactured by Chelyabinskiy Truboprokatny Zavod and was put into service in 2012–2014 as part of the Expansion Project.”

The next section downstream — from Atyrau PS to Komsomolskaya PS — has been in service since 1989. It was built using pipes of domestic and Japanese manufacture as part of the infrastructure of the Tengiz — Guryev — Astrakhan — Grozny oil pipeline.

In 2001, following the repairs and hydrostatic testing in order to check and set a rated pressure, this section of the steel artery joined the Tengiz — Novorossiysk oil pipeline.

“Works on improvement of reliability of the transmission line between Atyrau PS and Komsomolskaya PS were later continued,” says Aleksandr Gennadyevich. “Thus, the findings of the in-line inspection in 2001–2006 were used to arrange the replacement of insulation and some repairs. Specifically, the period from 2002 to 2015 saw more than 6 thous. repair structures set up in the section.”

The oil pipeline between Komsomolskaya PS and Kropotkinskaya PS is built using pipes made by Volzhskiy Trubny Zavod; the section ending at the Marine Terminal is built of the Italian pipes. Both were put into service in 2001.

It would not be amiss to add that the total length — 1,511 km — does not include the spur from the CPC pipeline to the pipeline system of KazTransOil. A little over a kilometer long and 700 mm in diameter, it was put into service in 1988 as part of the Tengiz — Guryev — Astrakhan — Grozny oil pipeline. Initially, that section of the oil pipeline was used to transmit crude oil from the Tengiz field to Atyrau PS of the KazTransOil system. In 2001, it was reconstructed and joined the Consortium’s pipeline system as two sections: a section between Tengiz PS and Atyrau PS (CPC), 204 km long, which was replaced as part of the Expansion Project, and a spur from km 203 to Atyrau PS (KazTransOil), 1,178 m long, which is still in operation.

Reliable Service Provider

“Ever since it started operating its pipeline system, the Consortium has been giving a great deal of attention to monitoring its condition. And, sure enough, a key part of this effort is in-line inspection,” emphasizes Aleksandr Stepanov.


In-line inspection is a strategic area in safe operation of crude oil transmission pipelines.
It is an undisputed leader in this type of services within the Russian Federation. The company was set up in 1991 in the city of Lukhovitsy, Moscow Region with its name being a conflation of “diagnostics” and “scanning”. Diascan is a success in providing a full range of services: sourcing and assessing information about the technical condition of pipelines, identifying safe procedures for operating them, ascertaining the need for repairs, as well as handling methodological, regulatory, technical and technological matters.

Transneft-Diascan has an in-house design bureau, which develops defectoscopes, and an assembly shop, where the instruments are put together, repaired and maintained. Also in-house, the company manufactures all the necessary components and spare parts for defectoscopes and cleaning pigs, providing for a full cycle of their development and further repair. The Diascanians need no help in developing electronic modules and software and make metal, polyurethane and other products. The company has a testing laboratory, where a special test bed is used to expose pipes to pulsating internal pressure and torque and to measure their time to failure.

“Transneft-Diascan is the best choice not only because of its serious research and development capabilities, but also because of the long history of close cooperation with this company and its human capital. Suffice it to say that in all, Transneft-Diascan, with the re-inspected sections factored in, has transneft diascan inspected more than 3 thous. km of pipelines for CPC,” says Alexandr Stepanov.

FIVE INSTRUMENTS

Transneft-Diascan has an extensive fleet of diagnostic pigs for pipelines of all diameters. The geometry pig detects geometric defects such as constraints and bends. The WM ultrasound pig measures the wall thickness, metal losses and lamination. The MFL magnetic pig monitors the condition of and checks for welded elements, pipeline housings and other structures.

Transneft-Diascan keeps improving the accuracy and functionality of its instruments. Before 2018, in-line inspection was conducted at CPC using three types of instruments: geometry, ultrasonic (WM) and magnetic (MFL) pigs. Since 2018, CPC has been doing comprehensive diagnostics on the pipeline infrastructure and boosting the oil transmission rates. The project has used a comprehensive approach to troubleshooting and drew on the best practices of the major global oil and gas companies.

The engineers of the Operations Department have developed a phased plan for replacing oil pipeline sections in 2022–2027 with a view to improving the reliability of the Tengiz – Novorossiysk oil pipeline infrastructure. The OPT pig was first deployed for five-instrument diagnostics in 2018. The OPT pig was first deployed for comprehensive diagnostics on the Tengiz PS – Atyrau PS section. It was not a random choice because the Atyrau PS – Astrakhanskaya PS section had been on stream for 30+ years, had once been taken off stream and required closer attention.

The improvements in the accuracy and functionality of pipeline inspection gauges made it possible to identify many more defects, which were described in diagnostics reports, including previously unidentified defects such as longitudinal weld defects and notches in dents. All of the above makes for a deeper survey with identification of defect trends and changes in the technical condition of the oil pipeline. The rising number of defects repaired every year is an evidence of better in-line inspection and improvements in instrument performance. The years 2017, 2018 and 2019 saw 81, 109 and 299 defects corrected respectively.

“Our relationship with Transneft-Diascan is mutually beneficial because we learn from each other. This is because CPC often gives Transneft-Diascan unconventional tasks based on the best practices and procedures of the CPC’s corporate shareholders,” Alexandr Stepanov sums up.

The section from Astrakhanskaya PS to Komsomolskaya PS was the first to experience comprehensive diagnostics using five types of pigs. The instrument also enables more accurate detection of hot and cold bends and naturally and abnormally curved sections in the pipeline, which can also cause stress/strain. OPT pig, which additionally detects weld defects and notches in dents.

The years 2017, 2018 and 2019 saw 81, 109 and 299 defects corrected respectively.

“Our relationship with Transneft-Diascan is mutually beneficial because we learn from each other. This is because CPC often gives Transneft-Diascan unconventional tasks based on the best practices and procedures of the CPC’s corporate shareholders,” Alexandr Stepanov sums up.

The engineers of the Operations Department have developed a phased plan for replacing oil pipeline sections in 2022–2027 with a view to improving the reliability of the Tengiz – Novorossiysk oil pipeline infrastructure. The OPT pig was first deployed for five-instrument diagnostics in 2018. The OPT pig was first deployed for comprehensive diagnostics on the Tengiz PS – Atyrau PS section. It was not a random choice because the Atyrau PS – Astrakhanskaya PS section had been on stream for 30+ years, had once been taken off stream and required closer attention.

The improvements in the accuracy and functionality of pipeline inspection gauges made it possible to identify many more defects, which were described in diagnostics reports, including previously unidentified defects such as longitudinal weld defects and notches in dents. All of the above makes for a deeper survey with identification of defect trends and changes in the technical condition of the oil pipeline. The rising number of defects repaired every year is an evidence of better in-line inspection and improvements in instrument performance. The years 2017, 2018 and 2019 saw 81, 109 and 299 defects corrected respectively.

“Our relationship with Transneft-Diascan is mutually beneficial because we learn from each other. This is because CPC often gives Transneft-Diascan unconventional tasks based on the best practices and procedures of the CPC’s corporate shareholders,” Alexandr Stepanov sums up.

The engineers of the Operations Department have developed a phased plan for replacing oil pipeline sections in 2022–2027 with a view to improving the reliability of the Tengiz – Novorossiysk oil pipeline infrastructure. The OPT pig was first deployed for five-instrument diagnostics in 2018. The OPT pig was first deployed for comprehensive diagnostics on the Tengiz PS – Atyrau PS section. It was not a random choice because the Atyrau PS – Astrakhanskaya PS section had been on stream for 30+ years, had once been taken off stream and required closer attention.

The improvements in the accuracy and functionality of pipeline inspection gauges made it possible to identify many more defects, which were described in diagnostics reports, including previously unidentified defects such as longitudinal weld defects and notches in dents. All of the above makes for a deeper survey with identification of defect trends and changes in the technical condition of the oil pipeline. The rising number of defects repaired every year is an evidence of better in-line inspection and improvements in instrument performance. The years 2017, 2018 and 2019 saw 81, 109 and 299 defects corrected respectively.

“Our relationship with Transneft-Diascan is mutually beneficial because we learn from each other. This is because CPC often gives Transneft-Diascan unconventional tasks based on the best practices and procedures of the CPC’s corporate shareholders,” Alexandr Stepanov sums up.
ASPECTS OF PIPELINE REPAIR IN A MOUNTAINOUS AREA

CPC GIVES SPECIAL PRIORITY TO THE TECHNICAL CONDITION AND RELIABILITY OF THE OIL PIPELINE. REGULAR IN-LINE INSPECTION AND ELIMINATION OF DISCOVERED DEFECTS ARE ESSENTIAL

In accordance with CPC’s Internal Regulatory Document VRD KTK 09-09.14 “Rules for Operation of the CPC Oil Pipeline System,” an in-line inspection is conducted on a periodic basis, and its results are used as the basis for generating schedules for elimination of pipe wall defects on the Tengiz–Novorossysk Mainline Pipeline (MLP). Defect repair methods are regulated by Internal Regulatory Document VRD KTK 32-12.13 “Regulation for Repair of Pipe Wall, Weld Joint, and Insulation Defects on the CPC Pipelines.” As CPC’s contractor, Starstroy LLC follows these documents in its operation.

THE NATURE OF DEFECTS

During operation, the diagnostics reveals external and internal defects in the metal of pipe spools and weld joints; these defects should be considered top-priority repair (TPR) defects and defects subject to repair (STR) according to the applicable standards.

The nature of defects can be different. The most common are the defects related to effects of corrosive environments, mechanical damages to pipes and weld joints, welding defects occurred during installation and welding works when the pipelines were constructed. Specialists give a preference to one repair technique or another primarily based on technical specifications of a repair structure as well as simplicity, efficiency, and flexibility of repair. The optimal repair technique is chosen in each particular case.

Repair techniques involving the installation of repair structures are very important; the most basic ones include welded compression couplings, fillet couplings, split tees, pipes with reinforcement plates, and plugs. Repair structures are to be used when other technology is ineffective. Repair works conducted in mountainous areas of the CPC oil pipeline system call for special approaches.

IN MOUNTAINOUS CONDITIONS

The total length of the CPC main oil pipeline is over 1,500 kilometres; the pipeline starts at the Tengiz oilfield in Kazakhstan and ends in the vicinity of Novorossysk, Russia. The mountainous section under responsibility of CPC’s Western Region is over 40 kilometres long, starting practically at Pump Station PS-8 (1,459th kilometre) and ending with the Marine Terminal Shore Facilities (1,505th kilometre).

Oil pipeline repair in mountainous regions is a highly broken country is significantly more difficult as compared to plains and mild terrains; it often requires a special engineering solution, which is to be described in a Work Execution Plan. Such solutions are developed, coordinated, and approved together with the line section maintenance specialists of Starstroy and CPC-R.

Repair works in mountainous areas are often the slopes are so steep that it is impossible for machines to operate. Mountain roads are difficult due to their sudden ascents and turns, which means significant complications in cargo transportation. That’s why the preparation before the commencement of repair works in mountainous areas is of particular importance, and the works themselves are very different from those performed under normal conditions.

Prior to the commencement of works, the specialists of CPC’s Western Region and Starstroy thoroughly examine the specifics of the route within every section to be repaired. The visual inspection establishes the condition of soils and that of the route: finding landslide areas, mudflow beds, streams (including dry ones), ravines, and ditches; identifying the terrain steepness in the repair area and adjacent areas in order to determine whether it is possible to move the equipment; examining the vegetation coverage of soils; and looking into the possibility of arranging vehicle parking lots, a camp, and a storage site for materials and removed soil.

One of the tasks before the Starstroy employees at the work preparation stage is to minimize the expenses

![Figure 1: Quantity of the line section’s defects repaired in the mountainous area of the CPC MLP in 2004–2019](image)
of CPC-R while preserving the quality performance of all pipeline repair procedures and following the health, safety, and environment regulations. According to the in-line inspection results, over 14 repair jobs were performed from 2004 through 2019 in the mountainous area of the MLP line section, mostly involving the installation of PI repair structures with composite-coupling technology (CCT). Broken down by years, this data looks as follows (Fig. 1).

NEW EXPERIENCE GAINED

In our opinion, the most difficult defects were those eliminated via the installation of CCT composite couplings at the 1,473rd and 1,476th kilometres on the Tengiz–Novorossysk MLP in 2017 and 2018, respectively. The works at the 1,473rd kilometre were complicated by several circumstances. Due to the confined conditions, the oil pipeline burial deeper than 7 m, and a pipe inclination angle over 10°, a significant scope of preparation works was necessary. Prior to forming a shelf to station the excavation equipment later, a single-track driveway with a smaller inclination angle was formed, which allowed access of the equipment without anchoring it. The total volume of the soil of different categories transported to temporary storage sites and back was about 2,000 m³.

A particularly significant aspect that required solving during the excavation and creation of a repair pit was the constant flooding of the pit site by springs and rain water. On top of it all, the oil pipeline in the area of the discovered defect rested on solid rock. Constant saturation of the pit walls with ground waters would have resulted in their inevitable collapse. To solve this problem, the incoming water was being drained 24/7 by motor pumps.

UNDERWATER CROSSING

Repair works at the 1,476th kilometre of the oil pipeline, where it crosses the Bakanka River, were unique in the defect location. It was under the main bed of the mountain river, which could be either affluent and turbulent or practically dry depending on the season and weather conditions. In order to eliminate the influence of these factors on the work schedule and to ensure safety of the employees, all works were scheduled for May and June. Also, a decision was made to form and develop a bypass channel for the river. Waterproof screens were additionally installed to minimize the water inflow into the repair pit at the point where the bypass channel intersected the pipeline.

In the course of further operations, the positive effect of these preparatory activities became evident. However, numerous underground springs and ground waters continued to flood the pit, which required a 24/7 draining by motor pumps both from the repair pit and from the intercepting sumps that were prepared beforehand. The assembly and welding of the composite repair structure is a critical and effort-consuming process, but preservation of the repair structure against the aggressive corrosion impact is no less important. Modern insulation coatings of both domestic and foreign origin were used for corrosion protection of the oil pipeline repair structure.

Due to the fact that manufacturers of anticorrosion materials are constantly improving their production and releasing newer, higher-quality, and more dependable modern materials, the repair staff of Starstroy for the first time encountered a new anticorrosion coating application technology at this facility. To ensure the strict adherence to this application procedure, a joint decision was made by CPC-R and Starstroy to train the Starstroy staff in application of these anticorrosion coatings. As a result, the works were performed in compliance with all process requirements and under supervision of the insulation material manufacturers’ representatives. Upon completion of the works, the mountain river was returned to its natural bed. To reinforce the bottom in the pipeline area in order to better protect the oil pipeline, flexible concrete mats PB-ZGU-405 were laid after the pit was backfilled (Fig. 2).

In the course of two years since the repair of the described defects of the oil pipeline, instrument-based examinations for damages to the new insulation coating were conducted. No signs of negative processes were found at the places where the repair structures had been installed. Active involvement, an affirming approach, and mutual understanding of the Consortium’s and Starstroy’s specialists—like CPC’s Leading Oil and Gas Pipelines Operation Engineer, Deputy Regional Production Manager, Head of the “Novorossysk” Emergency Response Centre, and Deputy Head of the Administration/Regional Maintenance and Emergency Response Manager of CPC’s Western Region—allowed all works to be performed on a high level of quality and within the established deadlines.

The fruitful collaboration of the customer’s and the contractor’s experts in the development of optimal solutions allows Starstroy LLC to hope for further partnership with CPC-R JSC.

THE TOTAL VOLUME OF SOIL OF DIFFERENT CATEGORIES TRANSPORTED TO TEMPORARY STORAGE SITES AND BACK WAS ABOUT 2,000 m³
In 2019, CPC’s Western Region’s management team underwent a generational change. Operation and Maintenance Manager Aleksey Fomenko, who contributed greatly to formation and further development of the division, was superseded by Aleksey Dmitryukov, a young and vigorous specialist. They both came to CPC from Transneft PJSC. Mr Fomenko had been working in this world’s largest oil transportation company for 30 years.

Aleksey Dmitryukov had worked in Transneft for 15 years, working his professional way up from a linear pipe-liner to Deputy General Director of Chernomortransneft JSC, where he participated in the implementation of large-scale construction projects, such as construction of the Eastern Siberia–Pacific Ocean oil pipeline, reconstruction of a tank farm at the Siberia–Pacific Ocean oil pipeline, and construction of the Eastern Siberia–Pacific Ocean oil pipeline, reconstruction of the Markotkh Range, and many others.

“CPC’s Western Region annualy performs a great amount of the facilities reconstruction work. So, the successful execution of the last year’s program is greatly credited to my predecessor,” emphasizes Aleksey Dmitryukov.

Operation and Maintenance Manager notices that although they probably don’t have such large facilities under reconstruction in the Western Region as the ones their neighbours in the Central Region have, the scope of works remains significant because the facilities are scattered all along the pipeline. In 2019, the team replaced uninterruptable power supplies at 34 shelters of the linear section. The experienced electricians and instrumentation and automation specialists did a superb job: they managed to carry out their tasks with surgical precision and avoided any failures of the equipment in operation and any SCADA false alarms. Moreover, a huge work was done equipping the automation wells (about 100 items) with flooding sensors. In the wells, their lids were insulated, and ventilation systems were installed to eliminate any possibility of condensation.

ALEKSEY DMITRYUKOV

2019 witnessed diagnostics of the main and supplementary equipment at the stations in full accordance with the schedule. Upon the examination results, gate valves were replaced with the new ones. Last year, the team replaced 8 items; it is planned to replace 10 items in 2020 and another 10 in 2021.

Extensive work in the Western Region is also connected with a predicted increase in the volumes of oil pumped through CPC’s pipeline system. For example, cable links connecting electric motors of mainline pumps to indoor-switchgear cells are being replaced with those of larger cross-sections. Overall, 32 cable links will undergo this process.

“Last year, we replaced cable links at PS-7 and finished works on two other pumps at PS-5,” explains Aleksey Dmitryukov. “Having finished with PS-5, we’ll proceed with works at PS-8 and PS-4.”

The Western Region implements this program in close cooperation with their colleagues from CPC’s Transport and Commerce Department because such operations occasionally require shutdown of some pump stations. Retrofitting of pig launchers/receivers is also planned in the Western Region. This is due not only to the fact that modern diagnostic devices have different dimensions, but also to the high speed of oil transfer through CPC’s pipeline. The management of CPC’s Western Region pays special attention to the aesthetics of the production facilities. For instance, Kropotkinskaya PS has been built almost 15 years before any other station of this pipeline-system section. So, it is important to make every facility look equally modern, technologically advanced, and beautiful.

“It’s important not only to comply with high international standards and strictly follow the Russian legislation, but also to have modern and comfortable facilities. ‘Cause this creates an appropriate mood for the personnel. Where there is a pleasant working environment, the great performance always follows,” says Aleksey Dmitryukov.

Answering our question on when the reconstruction pipeline transportation facilities within CPC’s area of responsibility would be finished, Aleksey Dmitryukov said that the Consortium’s pipeline system had entered the stage of its development where the reconstruction and both current and future modernization’s pipeline system had entered the stage of its development where the reconstruction and both current and future modernization
COST-EFFECTIVENESS AND LESS WEAR
«The new heater replaced the old installation that had been in operation since 2008,» explains Andrey Kozin, Western PS Maintenance Manager, «In 2020, we will dismantle the old heater and install another new one in its place, which will ensure mutual redundancy of this system.

In the CPC pipeline system, Kropotkinskaya PS, located in the Krasnodar Territory, is one of four stations, the main pumps of which power gas-turbine installations. The same pattern is implemented at Atyrau PS in Kazakhstan, at Komsomolskaya PS in Kalmykia, and at A-PS-4A in the Astrakhan region.

Stagers of the Consortium remember that initially the turbines of Kropotkinskaya PS, which have both gas and liquid fuel modules, were powered by diesel. But even with the operation of only two gas turbine engines (driving the main pumps) and one turbine generator (providing electricity to all other consumers on the territory of the PS), too much very expensive diesel fuel was required.

«Just imagine: while we were draining one 20-ton tank truck, draining one 20-ton tank truck, expensive diesel fuel was required.»

In 2009, Kropotkinskaya was switched to gas fuel. A gas turbine engines (driving the main pumps) were powered by diesel. But that initially the turbines of Kropotkinskaya PS, located in the Astrakhan region.

Astrakhan region.

The designers have invested an ample resource of reliability in Kropotkinskaya PS, which was built in 2002 and put into permanent operation in 2003. After all, in the first years of oil transportation, there were only three oil pumping stations operating on the CPC main pipeline. Kropotkinskaya PS picked up the «black gold» flow, overcoming 500 km from Komsomolskaya PS and, increasing productivity, pumped it for almost 300 km directly to Marine Terminal near Novorossiysk. Therefore, to ensure flexibility of the equipment of Kropotkinskaya, the engineers provided a recycling line on it.

START WITH RECYCLE

In the process of oil transportation through the main pipeline of the CPC Oil Pipeline System, sometimes there is a need for a short-term reduction in the pumping mode. This is due to the stopping of one or more PSs located upstream. In such cases, the designed recycling lines allow for a safe change in the pumping mode by means of changing-over the operation of turbines through the recirculating collector of Kropotkinskaya PS. After resuming the operation of the stopped PSs, the turbo-pump units operating along the recycling line are smoothly changed-over to on-load operation, which provides an increase in performance to the design parameters. In addition to providing a flexible pumping scheme through Kropotkinskaya PS, the recycling lines allow for checking the turbo-pump units brought into operation after maintenance or repairs, without affecting the operating modes of other units.

To recap, in 2014, three new turbo-pump units were installed at Kropotkinskaya PS as part of the Pipeline Capacity Expansion Project. At the same time, the old turbo-pump units were also modernized: their performance was brought to the capabilities of the new ones by increasing the turbine capacity, replacing the rotors of pumps with an increased diameters of the impellers. In turn, upgrade of the main equipment of the station imposed new requirements on its power supply systems, so the GDS compressors were also replaced with more powerful ones.

Today, Kropotkinskaya PS, the largest in the Tengiz – Novorossiysk pipeline system, has six main pumps and four back-up pumps. The station successfully fulfills its tasks and, in the context of the Debottlenecking Project, is ready for a further planned CPC pipeline system carrying capacity increase.
It has been three years since Pump Station No. 5 (PS-5) was put into operation in Stavropol Krai. It was one of the two stations built in the region under the Expansion Project. Konstantin Gofman, Manager of PS-5, told the CPC Panorama correspondent about immediate challenges the station personnel is facing today.

Konstantin is one of CPC’s long-time employees. In 1999, after almost two decades of working at oil production enterprises of Lukoil in Western Siberia, he came to work on the construction of the Tengiz-Novorossysk oil pipeline. He was in charge of laying a 250 km mainline section from Kalmykia to Krasnodar Krai. Then, for almost 10 years, he acted as Deputy Manager of Starstroy’s Western Region. In 2011, at the beginning of the Expansion Project implementation, Konstantin joined the Consortium to work on the Kropotkinskaya Pump Station modernization project. Then he participated in the construction of PS-4 and PS-5. He has been Manager of Pump Station No. 5 (PS-5) since 2015. His work at CPC was marked by a gratitude letter and by the Certificate of Honour of the Ministry of Industry, Energy, Transport and Communications of Stavropol Krai.

“Now the station is preparing to increase the volumes transported through the pipeline system. We have replaced cable links connected to mainline pumps. Design solutions for implementation of the Debottlenecking Programme are under development,” says Konstantin Gofman.

A lot of effort is being put in the territory improvement: lawns are being established, fruit trees are being planted, and pedestrian paths leading to the PS sites and equipment are being paved. To increase the comfort of the personnel, the interior of the station is also being improved. The station is replacing the doors with plastic ones (which are more wear-resistant), replacing laminate flooring or tiles, and covering the walls with polyvinyl chloride wallpaper.

Talking about the safe and dependable operation of the PS, Konstantin Gofman puts emphasis on the high-level expertise possessed by the employees of both the station services and subcontractors. “Representatives of Starstroy LLC carry out their tasks properly thanks to the timely maintenance works they perform, we didn’t record any equipment failures last year,” he said. “Here at the station, we have the highly-trained and experienced firefighting personnel who used to work at fire departments of the Izbiliensky District. Our medical staff also demonstrates consistent excellence during our training sessions.”

Konstantin is especially satisfied with the performance of the operational personnel. “They are young guys who are always ready to demonstrate both their ultimate competence and their ability to perform even bigger tasks.”

The author hereof met Rinat Valiyev, a PS-5 process section operator at CPC’s Safety Day held in 2019 in the Republic of Kalmykia. The young specialist told us that he always enjoyed CPC’s Safety Day held in 2019 in the Republic of Kalmykia. The young specialist told us that he always enjoyed reading our corporate magazine CPC Panorama. During that business trip, he even happened to have with him a three-year-old issue of our magazine with an article on the start-up of the station he works at these days.

Rinat came to PS-5 back in 2016, when it was still under construction. Together with his colleagues, he monitored the work progress and (what’s the most important) the quality of the facilities being delivered by the contractor. The process section operator graduated from the Ufa State Petroleum Technological University, Faculty of Pipeline Transport.

“I was happy to take part in CPC’s Safety Day in Kalmykia,” the young PS-5 process section operator shares his impressions. “We met specialists from other pump stations, exchanged some experience, boosted our team spirit, and received a lot of positive emotions.”

Konstantin Gofman

Pavel Kretov
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

BENCHMARK OIL PIPELINE

Caspian Pipeline Consortium keeps the leading position in energy efficiency among oil transporting companies, showing the performance of the master pipeline system modeled by Transneft R&D. We discuss ways and means of reaching such a high result with Aleksey Ivanin, leader of Process Calculation Group, CPC.

Think Different
Aleksey Ivanin has been the leader of CPC’s Process Calculation Group since 2016. In 2007, he graduated from the National University of Oil and Gas “Gubkin University” with the “Engineering of Gas and Oil Pipelines and Storage Facilities” speciality. After the graduation, he worked for the design institute of Transneft PISC—Giprotruboprovod JSC.

“Chief Technologist of the Institute Leonid Markovich Bekker introduced me to all the technology,” Aleksey remembers. “But, most importantly, he taught me how to think out of the box, to go beyond the regulations. This way of thinking has always helped me, both in my work and my personal life.”

The Process Calculation Group Leader is demonstrating an automated plan/actual comparison system on the display screen to a CPC Panorama correspondent.

“The blue line is our plan. The red one is the actual performance of the oil pipeline. At the moment, they are coinciding, which means the operation is proceeding strictly as planned. Below are indices to be monitored on the hourly basis. Here is the percentage in the overall expenditure pattern to be spent on electricity, gas, and drag reducing agents (DRA). These figures are also consistent at the moment.”

They are consistent now, but what is to be done if they aren’t?

“They then have to look into the reasons for the deviation,” Aleksey Ivanin explains. “Let’s take a look at the data for another date, where the plan and actual figures are different. For example, we proceeded as planned with electricity and gas, but overused DRA. But also I can see that the oil transportation volume in that period was above the plan, and our profit was higher. Eventually, the tariff revenue is the most important CPC performance indicator, so the overuse of DRA was absolutely reasonable.”

Time Is Money
Although it’s really convenient to access all essential financial and operating information in two clicks in the SharePoint application, it wasn’t always a possibility for the CPC employees. Only a year ago, while preparing reports and analytical summaries, they had to collect this data from different applications used by different departments, or even from different files. Consequently, the information had to be requested, received after some waiting period, and processed, compiled, and visualized on the display screen to a CPC Panorama correspondent.

“The experts of the Process Calculation Group started to develop the architecture of this system in 2018. They developed a database of the oil pipeline’s main parameters, integrated its completion with the SCADA, and organized the teamwork and communications between the specialists engaged.”

“2020 will be the pilot year for us to implement and test the analytical business system,” continues Aleksey. “We are going to improve the interface, expand the functionalities, and increase the capabilities. The related business units at the CPC headquarters are already generating proposals to be implemented in cooperation with the representatives of the Consortium’s IT Unit. Our final target is to digitalize all business intelligence processes of our company, so that all this data can be available for managers, shareholders, and employees both in the corporate network and from mobile applications.”

2020 Will Be the Pilot Year for Us to Implement and Test the Analytical Business System

Implementation Panel
As the new business intelligence system is proceeding strictly as planned. Below are indices to be monitored on the hourly basis. Here is the percentage in the overall expenditure pattern to be spent on electricity, gas, and drag reducing agents (DRA). These figures are also consistent at the moment.
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 uploads from the SCADA system, processed, compiled, and visualized on the display screen to a CPC Panorama correspondent.

“Then we have to look into the reasons for the deviation,” Aleksey Ivanin explains. “Let’s take a look at the data for another date, where the plan and actual figures are different. For example, we proceeded as planned with electricity and gas, but overused DRA. But also I can see that the oil transportation volume in that period was above the plan, and our profit was higher. Eventually, the tariff revenue is the most important CPC performance indicator, so the overuse of DRA was absolutely reasonable.”
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Although it’s really convenient to access all essential financial and operating information in two clicks in the SharePoint application, it wasn’t always a possibility for the CPC employees. Only a year ago, while preparing reports and analytical summaries, they had to collect this data from different applications used by different departments, or even from different files. Consequently, the information had to be requested, received after some waiting period, and processed, compiled, and visualized on the display screen to a CPC Panorama correspondent.

“The experts of the Process Calculation Group started to develop the architecture of this system in 2018. They developed a database of the oil pipeline’s main parameters, integrated its completion with the SCADA, and organized the teamwork and communications between the specialists engaged.”

“2020 will be the pilot year for us to implement and test the analytical business system,” continues Aleksey. “We are going to improve the interface, expand the functionalities, and increase the capabilities. The related business units at the CPC headquarters are already generating proposals to be implemented in cooperation with the representatives of the Consortium’s IT Unit. Our final target is to digitalize all business intelligence processes of our company, so that all this data can be available for managers, shareholders, and employees both in the corporate network and from mobile applications.”

Implementation Panel
As the new business intelligence system
for an energy efficiency increase in the IAOT member companies,” Aleksey Ivanin explains. Such achievements of the Consortium in the field of energy efficiency were made possible thanks to proprietary, in-house developments created by the Process Calculation Group. One of those is a hydraulic stationary model of the CPC oil pipeline, which allows the quick and high-quality configuration of any scenarios of the oil pipeline operation under consideration, both current and prospective ones. The flexibility of these in-house applications makes it possible to promptly calibrate and increase the quality of calculations as well as to simulate “non-trivial” system scenarios and topologies that are always available for simulation in the standard software offered on the market. It is through this equipment. As you know, the final investment decision provides for more rotors of mainline units, upgrading of pumps at the Tengiz Pump Station, and construction of a new mainline pump house at the Astrakhanetskaya Pump Station. These measures allowed the flow rate of drag reducing agents to be cut, and this is the most expensive of the three CPC resources (electricity, gas, DRA). The same reason is behind the necessity to install the fifth gas turbine unit at each PS, their power sinks during the summer heat period and must be compensated by additives.

THREE EFFORTS OF CPC TO INCREASE THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY WERE HIGHLY APPRECIATED BY THEIR PARTNERS AND COLLEAGUES IN THE INDUSTRY

Constantly improving hydraulic calculator and other applications that facilitate decision making are continually updated and expanded. The data is currently used by both CPC’s in-house and third-party contractors for the calculations at the time could significantly postpone the review of the Programme initiated by the shareholders,” recalls the Process Calculation Group Leader. “That’s why we embedded into the model the volumes to be transported through the Tengiz–Novorossiysk oil pipeline starting from 2023 and considered whether CPC could be able to provide them using the equipment currently in our possession. The same computer hydraulic model was used to develop various scenarios for the Debottlenecking Programme (DBNP) at the investment feasibility study stage. "Due to the limited schedule imposed on the Consortium to prepare the DBNP feasibility study package, the Process Calculation Group had to actively engage in this work, since the involvement of a third-party contractor for the calculations at the time could significantly postpone the review of the Programme initiated by the shareholders,” recalls the Process Calculation Group Leader. "That’s why we embedded into the model the volumes to be transported through the Tengiz–Novorossiysk oil pipeline starting from 2023 and considered whether CPC could be able to provide them using the equipment currently in our possession. The same computer hydraulic model was used to develop various scenarios for the Debottlenecking Programme (DBNP) at the investment feasibility study stage. "Due to the limited schedule imposed on the Consortium to

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE

The efforts of CPC in energy efficiency were greatly appreciated by their partners and colleagues in the industry. A special workshop in the International Association of Oil Transportsers (IAOT) rated the Consortium as number one out of eleven participants as of the first half of 2019. CPC’s efforts in energy efficiency improvement were greatly appreciated by their partners and colleagues in the industry. A special workshop in the International Association of Oil Transportsers (IAOT) rated the Consortium as number one out of eleven participants as of the first half of 2019. CPC’s efforts in energy efficiency improvement were greatly appreciated by their partners and colleagues in the industry. A special workshop in the International Association of Oil Transportsers (IAOT) rated the Consortium as number one out of eleven participants as of the first half of 2019. CPC’s efforts in energy efficiency improvement were greatly appreciated by their partners and colleagues in the industry. A special workshop in the International Association of Oil Transportsers (IAOT) rated the Consortium as number one out of eleven participants as of the first half of 2019.
The Safe Driving Association has begun its work

Since the beginning of 2020, the Safe Driving Association has already held two meetings with companies supporting this initiative, one of which was the Caspian Pipeline Consortium. The organization, which today unites dozens of enterprises, continues establishing and developing the corporate culture of road traffic safety.

Since its very invention a century and a half ago, motor transport has been significantly improving both the conditions of human lives and the ways of business organization. However, the number of risk factors has also increased: the larger the scale of the use of motor transportation, the more frequent the road accidents. Legislative and controlling authorities, scientists, and corporate structures for occupational health and safety are all making joint efforts to even out this negative correlation.

Thus, common road traffic regulations promote efficient optimization of the situation on the roads, making it organized instead of erratic. Scientists, technologists, designers, and engineers develop active and passive vehicle safety features and tools of remote vehicle monitoring and control that enable road accident statistics to be reduced. Every country and every vehicle fleet (federal, municipal, and corporate) have their own characteristic achievements related to the road traffic safety culture and understand the importance of communication and experience exchange in this field.

Specialized unions and associations acting both locally and internationally become the best tools to establish the landscape for such cooperation. It is the business sector that is the driving force behind the implementation of best practices and advanced tools designed to minimize road accident rates. We probably should consider 2018 to have been an example and a trendsetting year, where 450 Russian companies supported an international zero harm project, Vision Zero.

“As an organization that actively supports Vision Zero, the Caspian Pipeline Consortium is ready to share its zero harm experience, including in the area of transportation,” said Aleksey Bunaryov, CPC’s Transportation Manager. “For example, in 2019, we reached the travelled distance of about 53 million kilometres without having a single registered road accident.”

On a national scale, the significant step towards the integration of interests of transport companies was made in late 2019, when the Safe Driving Association (SDA) was established. This association unites Russian and international companies from various fields (fuel and energy, pharmaceuticals, retail, etc.) the activities of which are closely related to transportation.

The idea of establishing the SDA as a platform for exchange of experience in creating the corporate cultures of road traffic safety (as one of the key factors for implementation of the zero harm policy) emerged in September 2019. The Caspian Pipeline Consortium also became a member of the Association’s Initiative Group. In November 2019, the second meeting of the Initiative Group was held in CPC’s Moscow Office. And January 27, 2020, was the day when the Safety Driving Association was officially registered.

Cooperation tools

The first open meeting of the Association was held on February 5, 2020, and gathered together about 50 fleet managers, directors, and specialists for occupational safety and health and road traffic safety (RTS) from the companies belonging to various industries. These included the representatives of such companies as Gazprom Neft, Caspian Pipeline Consortium, Baltika, Kastor, Nestle, and others.

Anna Florinskaya, SDA Executive Director, and Tatyana Gavrilova, SDA Development Director, showed the guests the Association’s work plan for 2020 and tools made by the SDA for development and cooperation between the member companies and external structures, such as state, specialized, and subcontracting organizations.

The Association plans to hold eight meetings and one final conference in 2020. The agenda is quite broad, covering topics from the implementation of mobile apps for driver control and electronic systems for pre-trip vehicle checks to changes in the road traffic safety legislation. The reporting conference will be held somewhere in November or December and will sum up the results of the Association’s work throughout 2020.
The Association has already become an efficient platform to share experience and information on,” remarked Anna Florinskaya. “We have launched the organization’s website where you can find an event calendar, a best practices catalogue, and project materials and where you can create an account for each of the members. In our nearest future, we plan to launch a series of regular workshops, meetings, competitions, and other events.”

One of the key activities of the Association is due diligence review. The Association’s lawyers monitor legal precedents, make inquiries to the Ministry of Transport and other government bodies for them to make clarifications on certain legal requirements, and develop suggestions on the elimination of controversies in laws and regulations. The Association also plans to organize and facilitate educational events (including videoconferences for distant learners) in cooperation with carmakers and government bodies for all categories of road users as well as professional competitions among drivers.

Exchange of Practices as the Main Value of the Union

The member companies of the Association will be able to use the forms of cooperation and experience exchange based on their best practices, which are designed specifically for them.

“We’ve started working on the catalogue of the best practices to increase the road traffic safety indices of vehicle fleets, which are implemented by the member companies,” said Tatyana Gavrilo. “It’s extremely important to perform benchmarking and share successful examples of measures reducing the accident rate. To encourage various companies to share the information, we are launching an annual award, The Best Projects Increasing the Road Traffic Safety.”

To evaluate the companies’ activities, the Association has offered to divide the best practices into six categories: RTS system management; infrastructure; safety levels of fleet vehicles; drivers’ personal safety culture; personnel training levels in first aid and emergency response; and the company’s social activities and RTS-related self-improvement. The Association allows that the categories might be expanded and new categories added as the practices are being collected—this is why a template form and application mechanics have been developed. The Association’s best practices library or catalogue is understood as a systematized database of detailed information about the member companies’ best practices. CPC’s Transportation Manager Aleksey Bunaryov emphasized that it was also important to proclaim a common RTS Policy, from which certain Procedures and Standards would stem:

“The companies may operate in different fields, but they all have the same ultimate goal—to minimize the risks of road traffic accidents, which is an integral part of the zero harm policy.”

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

In the course of the meeting held in February, the representatives of the member companies shared their experience in the implementation of innovative technology of traffic safety monitoring, including AI-based tools. Tatyana Romanova, Director of the HSE Division of Kastor, told the audience about neural networks-based video analytics tools used to reduce the accident rate.

“The companies may operate in different fields, but they all have the same ultimate goal—to minimize the risks of road traffic accidents, which is an integral part of the zero harm policy.”

At the final discussion, the Association defined its basic priorities and noted that it operated not only in Russia, but also in the Republic of Kazakhstan and other neighbouring states where the member companies’ drivers work.
he Association’s Development Director Tat’yana Gavrilo’va was the moderator of the online conference. She presented a report on the Association’s performance. For example, the already-developed things include a detailed map of service and equipment suppliers. Cooperation with government bodies has also begun: a request has been sent to the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection of Russia to specify the application of legislation for one of the Association’s members. The meeting attendees were also acquainted with legislative innovations in the transport sector, such as the introduction of electronic vehicle licenses, a new format for passing drivers’ license exams, and others.

Ildar Yamalov, Head of the Transport Safety Department of Lafarge-Holcim Russia, and Oleksya Shumskaya, Head of the Occupational Health and Safety and Quality Management Department of Castrol BP, shared their corporate solutions for creation of mobile apps ensuring road traffic safety. These smartphone solutions implemented in the companies optimize RTS briefings, motivate the employees to improve the driving quality, facilitate calculation of trip risks, adjust routes, and contribute to the significant reduction of road traffic accident rates. The agenda of the conference also included the discussion on processes for remote pre-trip medical examinations, which both ensure the traffic safety and reduce the time of vehicle release on the road.

Aleksandr Balukhta, Deputy Director for Transport Safety of Highland Gold/Russdragmet, told the audience about the experience in the implementation of such systems in his company. During the conference, the Association’s experts also listed criteria for selection of suppliers of remote pre-trip medical examination solutions.

“Near external factors should interrupt the process of the experience and best practices exchange in the areas of road traffic safety and industrial safety,” emphasized Tat’yana Gavrilo’va. “Life goes on; vehicle fleets never stop operating; and there are still a lot of vehicles on the road, including corporate cars. Both drivers and pedestrians are still responsible for their and other people’s lives and health. This is why the Association does its best to ensure stable cooperation between commercial companies in order to reduce the road traffic accident and injury rates.”

The festival was organized by the Association of Communications and Corporate Media Directors of Russia (AKMR) and the Media-Business Publishing House. Over 100 large companies from different areas of economy and business took part in this year’s edition of this festival. The winners were chosen by competent judges being the most experienced players of the media market. The awards ceremony was held in Skolkovo on March 17.

CPC Press Service and the Consortium’s HSE (Health, Safety and Environment) Unit created the film in close cooperation with each other. The film is actually a series consisting of 13 episodes, where each episode is based on one of the CPC Life-Saving Rules. The story is narrated by a character named Kaska [Helmet], who explains us in detail and in a very unusual manner why we must strictly follow every rule and what are the negative consequences of breaking it. The correspondents of CPC Panorama asked Elena Bulatova, CPC’s Deputy General Manager of the Health, Safety and Environment HSE Unit in Operation Department, to comment on the competition results.

EB: “Yes, we are happy with the results of our hard creative work. Today, the occupational health and safety requirements are a solid set of documents and regulations, which we had to process so that they could be represented in a succinct manner and without sounding protreptic. I think that our department, working closely with the CPC Press Service, really managed to do it.”

CPC Panorama: “What else does the HSE Unit do to promote the Incident and Injury Free Culture among the CPC employees and the contractors’ representatives and to implement the world’s best practices in the area of occupational health and industrial safety?”

EB: “Executing the task given to us by the CPC management to reach the zero incident and injury performance, we now are revising all our training and educational materials to find out what is still to date and what works better on the audience. Besides the transition to electronic training and knowledge assessment systems, which make the educational process more interactive and hence more interesting, we are preparing a number of new video materials in cooperation with the Press Service. It will be an almost four-hour-long, multi-unit training course, which occupational safety engineers will be able to assemble like Lego blocks, depending on the required topics. It will enable them to efficiently teach and retrain the personnel of the production facilities.”

Online Mode

On March 18, the Safe Driving Association’s members representing more than 30 companies, such as LafargeHolcim, CPC, Castrol BP, Miratorg, Vtorchermet NLMIK, and others, gathered online to participate in a regular scheduled meeting.

12 Moments of Safety

Our film “CPC’s Life-Saving Rules” was awarded for the best video on occupational health and safety award at the 9th Moscow International Festival of Corporate Video (MMFKV).
Zhaiyk, River for Sake

Recent years have witnessed an aggravation of a pressing issue of national and global nature connected with the shallowing of one of the richest in terms of fish fauna diversity waterbodies — the Ural (Zhaiyk) River.

The Kazakh people knew since the old times: who lives closest to the river shall never starve to death. Sadly, this saying is getting outdated nowadays considering the current disastrous condition of the Ural River. As the river slows down, everything around it turns to dust. It looks nothing like that mighty river that ran here only 5–10 years ago. What you see now only scares you and breaks your heart.

A Life-Giving Artery

Experts deem the shallowing of the Ural River, which is the third biggest river in Europe and — without exaggeration — a life-giving artery for the West Kazakhstan Region, to be an environmental disaster. In Kazakhstan, they call this river Zhaiyk.

The river begins in the southern spurs of the Ural Mountains and crosses the territories of the Russian Federation and the West Kazakhstan and Atyrau Regions of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Its total length is 2,534 km (1,173 km in Kazakhstan). Fifty to sixty percent of its average annual flow comes from a large feeder Sakmara in the Orenburg Region. The Ural River has 82 feeders in total.

There are several large waterbodies in the Ural River’s headwaters: Verkhne-Uralskoye, Magnitogorsko, and Iriklinskoye. Moreover, in the Russian headwaters of the Ural River, there are 80 hydroelectric complexes and 3,200 illegal earthfill dams, which negatively affect the river’s water content.

In 2019, the flood level of the Ural River was the lowest in the course of the last 50 years and amounted to only 240 cm (the average semiregular flood level is 594 cm). The bed level of the Ural River, which was once navigable, has shallowed to the fording point that anyone can cross. The current situation contributes to adverse environmental conditions in southern regions having a negative impact on their development.

With the Support of CPC

To adequately evaluate the current condition of the Ural River, a famous international magazine National Geographic sent an expedition to the Atyrau Region. During that expedition, supported by CPC-K, experts clearly understood how difficult and complex the problem was.

In 2019, the flood level of the Ural River was the lowest in the course of the last 50 years and amounted to only 240 cm (the average semiregular flood level is 594 cm). The bed level of the Ural River, which was once navigable, has shallowed to the fording point that anyone can cross. The current situation contributes to adverse environmental conditions in southern regions having a negative impact on their development.

The expedition sent their suggestions on the examination of Zhaiyk’s condition to the Society of Hunters and Fishermen of the Atyrau Region, the Territorial Inspectorate for Forestry and Wildlife of the Atyrau Region, Akzhaiyk the State Nature Reserve, the Meteorological Agency of the Republic of Kazakhstan (Kazgidromet) for the Atyrau Region, and a number of
non-governmental and non-profit organizations, and requested their assistance in the activity.  

In the autumn of 2019, the expedition and the experts from the involved environmental organizations of the Atyrau Region examined and surveyed the condition of the part of the river flowing within the Atyrau Region, from the region’s border with the West Kazakhstan Region to the place where the river runs into the Caspian Sea. According to local ecologists, if this problem is not solved soon, most animal and bird species living in the river will extinct.

**ALL TOGETHER**

Since the river is a transborder waterway, both RF and RK governments should reach a compromise on the problem to improve the current situation. There should be programs supporting rational water conservation which, in turn, wouldn’t affect the overall flow of the river, from its source to its mouth.

During the expedition, the experts took samples of water and soil, measured the river’s depth, monitored local flora and fauna, arranged meetings with the locals, and asked the old residents. The expedition consisted of the best photographers and camera operators from Russian Federation, Kazakhstan Republic, China, and Thailand. The Society of Hunters and Fishermen of the Atyrau Region was represented by regionally-recognized biologist/game manager, ornithologist and zoologist Aleksandr Ivasenko, who coordinated the project. Specialists from the Inder and Makhambet divisions of the Territorial Inspectorate for Forestry and Wildlife of the Atyrau Region under the supervision of Daniyar Baymagambetov also gave a big hand. These divisions provided water-borne vehicle based on KS-10 which allowed to fully explore the Ural River bed.

General organizational issues were managed by Asyltek Ispusinov, President of the Society of Hunters and Fishermen of the Atyrau Region.

**PUBLIC RESPONSE**

Following the results of activity, the expedition was found successful and efficient; the experts managed to collect very important materials. Thirty of the best photographs taken by the local and international photographers were featured in a photo exhibition, which was opened in the lead-up to New Year 2020. Upon the initiative of CPC-K, the photographs were displayed at one of the largest malls of Atyrau. Citizens and visitors had a unique chance to see it all — the tragic condition of the region’s main water artery — with their own eyes.

Public response is an efficient way to enable the Government to make dramatic decisions that would save the Zhaiyk River. It has to be done, otherwise the Caspian Sea will suffer from water shortage, which will lead to a global environmental catastrophe. So we all hope that the Ural River’s environmental health will be restored in the nearest future.
A BEAUTIFUL SCHOOL

“What makes CPC’s charity work special is its systematic nature: if a hospital, a school, or an outpatient clinic receives assistance once, it actually becomes sponsored on a regular basis,” says Vitaly Pershanov, Deputy Head of the Krymsky District. “The Consortium’s representatives regularly visit sponsored facilities to monitor the equipment performance, to talk to the personnel, to offer holiday greetings, and so on.”

Krymsky is the largest rural district in Kuban, with over 130,000 people living there, almost one in four of whom is underage. This is why CPC provides considerable assistance to the district’s education system, working in cooperation with the district’s administration.

In 2017, for instance, the Consortium built a new building for School No. 59 in the khatyr [hamlet] of Shkolny, Krymsky District. CPC bought all the necessary things, such as multimedia equipment and furniture, and outfitted the gym and the up-to-date catering unit. “We have a beautiful school, and all of us—teachers, students, and students’ parents—love it and cherish it,” says Natalia Lyakh, School Principal. “Children from nearby settlements—Fadeyevo, Svet, Varenikovskaya, and others—are gladly coming here to study, too. So, the number of students is constantly increasing. There were less than 100 of them in 2016, and 2019 saw as many as 122 students; we can teach up to 150 students in total.”

In 2018, as a part of an outfitting program for two educational institutions in Kuban, CTC purchased equipment for the language laboratory of School No. 59. The set of equipment, intended for teaching 12 students at the same time, included a teacher’s computer with all special-purpose software installed on it, headsets, work booths, and digital consoles for students.

“Thanks to the language lab equipment provided to us by the Caspian Pipeline Consortium, our school in terms of the English teaching level can now compete with urban schools,” says Natalia Lyakh. “Our students perform greatly at the Unified State Exam. We receive positive feedback on the knowledge of our graduates from various universities.”

School No. 59 is one of the best schools in Kuban when it comes to teaching history, social sciences, Russian, and literature. For example, Polina Orlova, a student of grade 11A, prepares to take part in the Evrika academic workshop. She will present to the jury her research on the role of smileys and pictograms in modern-day Russian and in the history of writing.

Polina and her classmate Zakhar Shakun plan to enter the Kuban State Technological University and study oil and gas processing there. The students were greatly amazed by the recent tour of CPC’s Pump Station No. 8.

“I suppose it was this trip that helped me decide what my future profession would be,” Zakhar Shakun told CPC Panorama’s reporter. “It was a tidy, gorgeous, up-to-date production facility. I also remembered highly-trained and perfectly equipped personnel of the station.”

Nine out of 18 teachers of the school are its former students. Comfort and available technical resources are, indeed, important factors of the educational institution’s attraction for young specialists. Polina Vinskovich, who is on her final year in this school, also plans to return to her alma mater after she graduates from a pedagogical university.
“This school is an integral part of my family’s history: my grandfather, grandmother, father, and mother also studied here,” she enumerated. Now Polina spends a lot of her time in the school library equipped with computers by the Consortium. Here she has access to the Internet and also prepares her presentations and projects.

HEALTHCARE IS THE PRIORITY

In 2019, CPC purchased equipment for the school’s first aid room. Modern devices and software and hardware systems allow nurses to perform cardioc screening, determine a student’s psychoemotional state, identify his or her proneness to unhealthy habits, divide students into different health groups, and promptly diagnose illnesses. It is also of no small importance that from now on students can be vaccinated right in the first aid room; earlier, they had to go to a hospital in the stanitsa Varenikovskaya located 25 km from here in order to get such aid. It is also of no small importance that from now on students can be vaccinated right in the first aid room; earlier, they had to go to a hospital in the stanitsa Varenikovskaya located 25 km from here in order to get such aid. It is also of no small importance that from now on students can be vaccinated right in the first aid room; earlier, they had to go to a hospital in the stanitsa Varenikovskaya located 25 km from here in order to get such aid. It is also of no small importance that from now on students can be vaccinated right in the first aid room; earlier, they had to go to a hospital in the stanitsa Varenikovskaya located 25 km from here in order to get such aid. It is also of no small importance that from now on students can be vaccinated right in the first aid room; earlier, they had to go to a hospital in the stanitsa Varenikovskaya located 25 km from here in order to get such aid. It is also of no small importance that from now on students can be vaccinated right in the first aid room; earlier, they had to go to a hospital in the stanitsa Varenikovskaya located 25 km from here in order to get such aid. It is also of no small importance that from now on students can be vaccinated right in the first aid room; earlier, they had to go to a hospital in the stanitsa Varenikovskaya located 25 km from here in order to get such aid. It is also of no small importance that from now on students can be vaccinated right in the first aid room; earlier, they had to go to a hospital in the stanitsa Varenikovskaya located 25 km from here in order to get such aid.

“Out medical institution consists of two inpatient facilities providing both emergency and specialized medical care, a maternity unit, an intensive care unit, an internal medicine unit, a children’s unit, a neurology unit, and many other units; 9 outpatient departments, 12 GP offices, and 24 rural medical stations”, says Irina Kuznetsova, Deputy Chief Physician of the Krymsky DCH.

In 2018, CPC equipped the hospital with an up-to-date digital x-ray system ARGTS-RP. Using this system, the hospital’s physicians are able to make accurate diagnoses for patients of the surgery and trauma units. The system operates day and night and performs 110 to 120 examinations per day.

“Unlike systems of the previous generation, ARGTS-RP doesn’t require time-consuming film processing, certain lighting conditions, and reagent control. A radiologist can start working with a high-resolution digital 3D image within minutes,” explains Alla Arelyeva, Head of the Radiology Department of the Krymsky DCH.

Digital images are saved to a patient’s electronic record, and he/she can log in to his/her account after many years to get the information about all the tests he/she underwent. It’s impossible to lose such an image or to spill water on it.

DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECT

In emergencies, patients who need high-tech medical care are delivered from the Krymsky District to regional hospitals in Krasnodar or to the Regional Vascular Centre in Novorossiysk. Transportation is performed by the Emergency Department of the Krymsky DCH, for which CPC purchased specialized vehicles.

“These cars are in really high demand: each of them travels for 100,000 km every half a year,” remarks Aleksandr Arvanidi, Head of the Emergency Department of the Krymsky DCH. “They are reliable, comfortable, and perfectly equipped. Thanks to this equipment, the ambulance crew can take an electrocardiogram and make a diagnosis right in the car, which means they can quickly decide which hospital they should take the patient to.”

Automated haematology and biochemistry analyzers purchased by CPC in 2018 enable the personnel of the Krymsky DCH to get prompt and highly precise results of blood tests of various difficulty levels.

“A MEK automated haematology analyzer can calculate a WBC differential for five populations at once, which significantly speeds up and facilitates the whole process,” says Yekaterina Gorshkova, Head of the Clinical Diagnostic Laboratory of the hospital.

With a CA-270 automatic analyzer, the possibility to conduct biochemical examination in the laboratory have increased several times. This device is capable of performing 900 rare tests per day.

“This new device is an open system we put in it various reagents that are not necessarily manufactured by a certain company,” continues Valentina Makeyeva, a medical laboratory scientist.

CPC’s charity work not only gives a direct effect, but also an indirect one: it allows the region’s administration to allocate saved money for the implementation of many other important social projects.

“For example, we managed to get rid of queues for places in our kindergartens. Now we try to solve the problem with our nurseries. There are 80 educational institutions in our district: 34 schools, 43 kindergartens, and 3 supplementary education institutions—the largest network in the whole region (Krasnodar Krai),” sums up Vitaly Pershanov, Deputy Head of the Krymsky District.
TO ALL THE PEOPLE OF THE REPUBLIC

I MET PYOTR LEONTYEV IN THE REPUBLICAN HOSPITAL OF WARsvETERANS IN ELISTA. THE BATTLE-FRONT VETERAN REGULARLY COMES HERE TO IMPROVE HIS HEALTH. I ALSO REMARKED ON HOW MUCH THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE REPUBLIC CARES FOR THIS HEALTHCARE INSTITUTION

AUTHOR
PAVEL KRETOV

W e have wonderful and caring doctors and nurses. Every room has a TV and a fridge; catering services work perfectly,” said Pyotr Leontyev, sharing his impression from the hospital.

Sure, comfortable conditions and the friendly staff are important, but the main purpose of the hospital is the treatment and improvement of veterans’ health. What greatly expanded physicians’ possibilities was 15,000,000 rubles worth of equipment donated to the hospital by the Caspian Pipeline Consortium at the beginning of 2020.

It was purchased as a result of the joint decision of CPC and the Republic of Kalmykia to provide additional support to the region’s healthcare system, which also included the 75th annual celebration of the Great Victory.

“We are endlessly grateful to our veterans for their heroic deeds and the peaceful sky above our heads,” Batu Khasikov, Head of the Republic of Kalmykia, emphasized at the medical equipment delivery ceremony.

The delivery included a Pentax endoscopy system with an endoscope reprocessor and a Logiq multifunctional mobile ultrasound system with pulsed wave, colour, and power Doppler functions. This state-of-the-art equipment incorporating the global best practice enables various diseases, especially oncological ones, to be promptly diagnosed in patients and all required medical care to be delivered.

When accepting the equipment, Liliya Sandzhiyeva, the hospital’s director, said that the endoscopy system would allow physicians not only to perform tests, but also to take preventive measures since we’re talking about the detection of extremely dangerous conditions, which might develop for years without causing any symptoms. Thus, these medical systems will save many lives.

Liliya Sandzhiyeva also added that the hospital signed an equipment sharing agreement with the republican hospital, so it would help not only patients of her hospital, but all the people who live in Kalmykia.

Over the many years of close cooperation between the Consortium and the region’s authorities, the infrastructure of the Republic’s healthcare institutions has greatly improved. This encompasses the purchase of high-tech equipment, furniture, and specialized vehicles. The fleet of healthcare institutions enlarged with dozens of new, fully and properly equipped ambulance cars.

Later that day, the Republican Children’s Medical Centre named after V.D. Mandzhiyeva received five ambulance suvs. These vehicles would help little patients who live in distant, hard-to-reach areas with no hard-top roads to visit outpatient clinics and hospitals.

“Today, district paediatricians and nurses receive up to 900 calls per day, and most of the paediatric medical districts are located in remote areas of Elista and Tselynny District, with the 60 km radius of the service area,” explained Yuri Kikenov, Healthcare Minister, talking about the relevance and importance of this charity project for the Republic.

Now, all five paediatric medical districts have Niva cars and are able to transport patients on stretchers, which is definitely of great help to the doctors.

Head of the region, Batu Khasikov, in his speech expressed great gratitude to the management of the Caspian Pipeline Consortium, which provides significant assistance in implementing extremely important social projects in the region.

“Today, another important contribution to our region has been made, which will significantly increase the performance of our medical services for the good of our little ones,” remarked Head of the Republic, talking to the staff of the Republican Children’s Medical Centre.

It remains to be added that to date CPC has provided the healthcare sector of the Republic alone with assistance worth over 200 million rubles.
I celebrated the beginning of 2020 in the mountains—my friends and I went snowboarding on Mount Elbrus. We lived at an altitude of 2,300 metres and went down from 3,800 and 4,100 metres. It was an unforgettable experience!

The discreet charm of Mount Elbrus

I first saw Mount Elbrus with my own eyes in 2015, when I went on a business trip from Moscow to Stavropol and then to Mineralnye Vody within The CPC Expansion Project. I could see the white double peak of the Greater Caucasus range from afar; it mesmerized and fascinated me.

The idea of climbing Elbrus specifically for skiing and snowboarding emerged later, and it wasn't mine. Here I should probably start with a history of this outdoor hobby of mine. I was introduced to snowboarding on the dry slopes around Moscow. I mastered my skills there too. In January 2019, my friend and I decided that it was time to conquer real mountains, so we joined a company of 20 fellow mountain lovers. We went to a ski resort in Gudauri, Georgia. The emotions I experienced from this debut are a part of another story. To cut a long story short, after this trip I became unstoppable, and nothing could ever make me change my mind: “Nothing beats the mountains except the mountains themselves.”

In April 2019, my friends and I went to the Khibiny Mountains (Murmansk Region). I found out that fans of snowy mountain slopes had always been among people I know; one of my friends even turned out to be a professional instructor and could literally teach a newbie to snowboard in a day. It was he who came up with this Elbrus idea. Because he had already been there 15 times and knew all the pistes by heart, and he thought this mountain was the best one. We were so excited about this idea, and it really brought us together—all 36 of us. As the saying goes, having a group of friends is half the battle. We spent the rest of 2019 looking forward to the start of a new ski season.

Weather and nature

Another reason to vote for Elbrus was that all I had to do is to buy an airplane ticket to Mineralnye Vody and pack my suitcase. The rest—transfer, accommodation, meals, ski passes, slope safety training, sightseeing, and all other kinds of entertainment—was on my friends, for some of them already had an experience with organization of such tours.

The first thing to catch my eye was an incredible place for mountain climbers, which was often found in the songs of Vladimir Vysotsky, Yuri Vizbor, and other bard singers. Stanislav Govorukhin filmed his vertical in the Elbrus region in 1966.

But you can see Mount Elbrus from an airplane window...
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bly beautiful nature. Mountains, forests, waterfalls, the sun, the snow, the freshest air—it’s unlikely you could find such a combination anywhere else in the world. We hiked to Mount Cheget, which was an hour and a half walk by a forest path in each direction. We went down the ravine of the Charek River by a former motorway, which was now a footpath. There, in the depth of the ravine, laid a settlement, with a tunnel leading to it dug through a mountain. So, the old road was left there as a tourist attraction. But it was quite frightening to go down this road even on foot, so it was hard to imagine what it was like to drive down it in a van or any other vehicle. We also took a tour around the Chegem waterfall—never in my life had I seen such huge icicles!

Our company stayed in one of the hotels in Polyana Azau, the highest inhabited settlement in the vicinity of Mount Elbrus. Its altitude of 2,300 m is almost the same as that of Rosa Peak, a view point at the famous ski resort in the city of Sochi. Its infrastructure, though, was far from being adequate sports skills, you can enjoy riding its slopes for weeks.
Coffee helps us “wake up” in the morning and keeps us vigorous during working hours. I’ve been watching my colleagues, for whom coffee has become a daily habit and sort of a ritual, and I just can’t help sharing my experience with you.

The Main Beverage at Work

Coffee Roasting

During further heat treatment, the beans release various oils. The coffee roasting process is divided into several types—from light roast (one coffee bean depicted on a package) to dark roast (five beans). Some coffee producers mark their coffee as light, medium, or dark roast. Depending on the degree of roast, coffee-based drinks vary in their flavour.

The roasting process is defined by the length and the depth of the so-called crack—a bean cracks open under action of the caramelization reaction. There are two types of cracks occurring during roasting: the first crack and the second crack. The first one happens at about 200 °C due to high pressure resulting from moisture evaporation and release of carbon dioxide.

Cornerstone

Of all the coffee-based beverages existing today, espresso still remains the main one. It is like the core of coffee culture and traditions, being the basis of most of the drinks.

The flavour of a coffee-based drink depends on many factors: the location and conditions in which coffee beans grew and matured, harvesting, transportation, roasting, storage, grinding, prewetting, dosage, and a brewing method. Let’s discuss each of them individually.

Growing and Harvesting

The location where coffee beans are grown is of significant importance. It’s not only altitude above sea level that matters, but also the ecological condition of the soil, water, and air. Coffee producers should also pay attention to whether the weather was hot or cold during the year. It’s generally thought that the longer a coffee tree matures at slight temperature differences, the better the beans are. Experts call the composite of all the coffee tree maturing conditions terroir.

It is worth noting that coffee, as a plant, won’t grow just anywhere. It is not grown in Turkey, Armenia, Italy, or Russia, for example. Coffee trees only grow in Africa, Latin America, and the Asia-Pacific—and nowhere else.

The flavour of the future drink depends on how mature the coffee beans were during harvesting and how well the plants absorbed all micronutrients. What also affects the flavour is the conditions under which unroasted beans were harvested, stored, and transported.

Coffee Beverages:

Espresso is one of the basic coffee drinks, which became the basis for dozens of other independent recipes. Espresso is strong black coffee with gold foam. One serving: 30 to 35 ml.

Americano is espresso diluted with hot water in a ratio of 1:2 or 1:3. Hot water may also be served separately.

Cappuccino is espresso with milk whipped into foam.

Latte is espresso with milk (milk is poured into coffee) and thick milk foam on top.

Lungo is espresso with much more water.

Macchiato is the opposite of latte. Espresso is poured into milk in such a way that layers appear. There’s milk foam on top (30 ml of espresso per 20 ml of milk).

Ristretto is espresso without half the dosage of water (the dosage of ground coffee remains the same). It’s brewed two times faster than classic espresso.

Marocchino is espresso mixed with cocoa powder and decorated with whipped milk and chocolate syrup.

Masala is an Indian spiced coffee beverage brewed on the mix of milk and cream.
for brewing shouldn't contain any sugar and cell walls start breaking down. If you keep roasting up until the second crack, the coffee will be very dark and very bitter.

Roasted coffee can be stored in vacuum bags for up to 18 months. After the package is open, the coffee retains its properties for 30 days. The beans of good quality shouldn’t look matte, they should have an oily gleam to them. It should be noted that if you only drink a cup of coffee or two a day at home, you should avoid buying packages of roasted coffee weighing a kilogram or more. Roasted coffee is prone to wear off its aroma and to absorb foreign odours and moisture, which changes its flavour.

INGREDIENTS STAGE
Espresso grind shouldn’t be too coarse or too fine. The grinding degree should vary according to your taste preferences and the brewing method. If you make coffee in a cezve, the finer grind is preferred. If you use a coffeemaker, it’s better to choose a medium grind. But this process always takes some adjustment and testing, because beans from different packages give different flavours. Its properties may significantly affect the quality of your espresso. Water used for brewing shouldn’t contain any foreign odours or flavours. Its mineralization level should be about 120-130 ppm (mg/L); pH should be 7.0. If it is lower, coffee will have a sour aftertaste to it. Water hardness should be within 70 to 80 mg/L; total alkalinity should not exceed 50 mg/L. Chlorine in the water composition is totally unacceptable.

PREWETTING
To enable coffee to give most of its content to the water, a ground portion put in the capsule for further brewing should undergo prewetting. Not all coffeemakers can do that, and some baristas are just too lazy. The fresher the coffee is, the longer the prewetting process should take. It can be done at a temperature different from brewing conditions.

WAYS TO MAKE COFFEE
When hot water is poured over coffee, both soluble and insoluble elements are released. This process is called extraction. The soluble elements are salts, acids, sugars, and tannins. The insoluble ones are emulsion (oils), suspension (coffee particles), and aromatic compounds. Different groups of substances enter the drink at different stages of brewing.

The optimal temperature for coffee brewing is 92-96 °С, which depends on roast. Lighter roast requires a higher temperature. The coffee should be brewed for no less than 20 seconds to let all the substances get in the cup.

HOW TO DRINK IT
After the coffee is brewed, you should wait for a while before drinking it. Let it rest for some time, so that the rest of the coffee suspension settles down. The drink shouldn’t be sour or bitter, flat- or thick-tasting. The quality of a coffee-based drink is estimated according to its aftertaste. The longer it lingers, the better the drink’s quality is.

Everybody makes coffee (just as any other product, such as bread, meat, or wine) differently. Everybody has their preferences and recipes. But if you tried a properly prepared drink or meal at least once, chances are you will raise your bar of preferences and experience more emotions after making a right or wrong choice.

I think (and so many experts do) the coffee consumption culture in our country still hasn’t reached its peak. Many amateur coffee lovers can’t distinguish a true quality drink from a mediocre one, with the latter being usually offered by most chain coffee shops. Not everybody has a decent quality coffeemaker representative of the Russian Federation took the 7th place out of 54 participating countries. Being an experienced amateur, I can assure you it’s quite possible to make coffee of decent quality at home. But you have to follow all the recommendations for brewing mentioned above, have properly roasted beans, filtered water, and a perfectly calibrated coffeemaker (if you use it). As for me, I use medium roast beans, a sorted blend of Brazil, Colombia El Bandido arabica beans. I like my espresso to be a little sour, to have a nice aftertaste, foam, and a delicious aroma. I noticed that the Colombian coffee makes you more awake, which means it contains more caffeine.
OIL AND GAS MILESTONES OF VICTORY


CONTEMPORARY-STYLE PROLOGUE
At the beginning of 2020, Gubkin Russian State University of Oil and Gas (NRU) launched an «Open Lecture Hall». Renovation of the Lecture Hall was completed by the Caspian Pipeline Consortium. The country’s leading oil and gas university received this gift from CPC in the year of its 90th anniversary and the 75th anniversary of victory in the Great Patriotic War.

The official launch ceremony of the joint project was attended by CPC General Director Nikolay Gorban, rector of Gubkin University Viktor Martynov, as well as the representatives of the international consortium shareholders.

In his speech, Nikolay Gorban reminded that the cooperation between CPC and the University is developing within the framework of the agreement signed in 2015. A few years ago, the Consortium completed the reconstruction and renovation of the Large Academic Hall named after Professor V. N. Vinogradov. As a result, the natural lighting of the Academic Hall was restored in accordance with the original plan of the Soviet architect Boris Iofan.

In turn, the «Open Lecture Hall» project is made in the contemporary style, which combines Scandinavian, Neo-classical, Art Deco, modern and country styles. General principles of the style intersect with the rules of minimalism – a lot of air, free space and no unnecessary details. The Lecture Hall is located behind the facade of the main building and has a separate entrance that allows for participating in educational events without registration of passes to the territory of Gubkin University. At the same time, a passage is provided from the Large Academic Hall to the Lecture Hall for using by the students.

Rector of the University Viktor Martynov noted that the University successfully cooperates with the international consortium, and with all its shareholders that actively implement joint educational and scientific projects.

«CPC employs a lot of graduates of our University. This is a very good example of cooperation, and we hope that our cooperation will continue, and we will continue to train highly qualified personnel for CPC,» he said.

IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE OPENING OF THE NEW LECTURE HALL, A LECTURE ON «OIL AND GAS MILESTONES OF VICTORY» TOOK PLACE

Immediately after the opening of the Lecture Hall, the first TEDx lecture was held, which was prepared by Nikita Golunov, Vice-Rector for Continuing Professional Education, Head of the Department of Gas and Oil Pipelines Engineering and Operation. The topic of the lecture «Oil and Gas Milestones of Victory» – was chosen by the University management not by chance. Lecturers and graduates of the University made a significant contribution to the defeat of the enemy on the front line, forged the victory
on the labor front, and even while being evacuated to Ufa during the war, the University continued to work fruitfully and develop. In 1945, for these achievements and especially for training highly qualified personnel for the Red Army fuel services, the educational institution was awarded the Order of the Red Banner of Labor.

Even today, 75 years after the Victory, the events of the Great Patriotic War continue to cause controversy among scientists and history lovers. Also, in certain political circles, attempts to revise the past in favor of short-term interests do not stop. However, revisionists often do not bother with referring to sources and historical documents. For example, one of the most controversial topics is the reasons for the failure of the Red Army in the initial period of the war. Nikita Golunov urged the audience to abstract from the assessment of the personalities of military leaders and movements of the fronts, and look at the course of hostilities only from the position of energy and supply of fuel and lubricants.

«Data from the archives show: before the attack against the USSR, Hitler’s forces had a six-fold advantage in fuel reserves,» says Nikita Nikolayevich. «This suggests that the Luftwaffe’s fighters and bombers were faster, operated at higher altitudes, and had a wider operating range. Add to this such an indicator – the lack of fuel. B-78 in flight schools of the USSR (less than 4 percent of the required volume), graduates of which had only 12 hours of flight time as a result. This mobile, maneuverable, and was able to travel long distances without a shortage of resources.»

ABOUT QUALITY AND QUANTITY

According to military archives, from 1941 to 1945, the Red Army spent 16.6 million tons of petroleum products (here and further N. N. Golunov refers to the data of the study of the Ministry of Energy of the Russian Federation, published in 2015 — ed. note). For comparison, Germany produced 20 million tons of synthetic fuel for military needs alone during the same period. The quality characteristics of fuels and lubricants also played a significant role. In 1940, there were no plants in the Soviet Union with FCC units capable of producing high-octane gasoline. And while German aircraft flew on kerosene with an octane grade of up to 100, Soviet aircraft used fuel with an octane grade of 56 to 74. This meant that the Luftwaffe’s fighters and bombers were faster, operated at higher altitudes, and had a wider operating range. Add to this such an indicator – the lack of fuel B-78 in flight schools of the USSR. In 1942, the attack of the Nazis against the Soviet Union was not left alone with the enemy. The allies organized lend-lease deliveries of equipment, ammunition, food and fuel.

And here it is time to note that in the face of Hitler’s threat, the Soviet Union was not left alone with the enemy. The allies organized lend-lease deliveries of equipment, ammunition, food and fuel.

«War veterans remember the American stew, the famous Soviet multiple rocket launchers Katyusha were mounted on three-axis American Studebakers, one of the most effective aces of the Red Army, Alexander Pokryshkin, flew on the American Airacobra,» lists Nikita Golunov.

From the United States, aircraft arrived on the Alaska - Siberia air bridge, where, already fueled by Soviet fuel, it took a course to the front. Promptly built and provided with the necessary cracking units refineries in Orsk, Guryev, Krasnovoisk and Kuibyshev began to keep it high-octane gasoline together with the entire Red Army.

FOR THE FRONT AND THE REAR

The large-scale evacuation of industry and the construction of new plants during the war is sometimes rightly called the second industrialization. Until the end of 1941, more than 1.5 thousand large enterprises were transported to the East.

«Few people, except specialists, know that during the war years, the gas industry of the USSR was formed. Gas provided energy for plants that forged weapons for the Victory — produced rolled products, armors, planes, gunpowder, shells,» emphasizes Nikita Golunov.

From 1941 to 1945, natural gas production increased 12 times, 10 gas and 37 oil fields were discovered, and almost 2.5 thousand oil and gas pipelines were built. In 1942, the first main gas pipeline in the Soviet Union, Buguruslan – Kuibyshev, was built, and the Okha – Sofiysk main steel oil passage was laid to supply fuel from the North of Sakhalin to the Komsomolsk-on-Amur refinery (both pipelines were put into commercial operation in 1943 — ed. note). A special mention should be made of the oil product pipeline laid along the bottom of Lake Ladoga in 1942 to the blocked Leningrad. The vital pipeline was completed in just 43 days with the highest quality of work: only one defect was found on 5.8 thousand welded joints. By the way, the chief engineer of the project was a Gubkin graduate with a degree in “Oil Transport and Storage”, David Shinberg.

Today, there are about 50 oil and gas universities in Russia. And during the war, there were only three of them, and their specialists were in great demand, and it is not surprising that in 1943 the creation of the petro-mechanical faculty at Gubkin Institute of Petroleum was initiated by the State Defense Committee. The SDC resolution was issued on July 4, the faculty was established on July 22, and its first students sat down at their desks on September 1. «It’s an amazing thing! We call many periods of our history difficult, but during the war people had to do everything at once – transport en-
the Saratov oil refinery to Stalin-grad, which were under targeted bombing by German aircraft.

From the point of view of the researcher, the structure of consumption of various types of fuel by the Red Army during the battle of Kursk in 1943 is interesting. We know it as the largest armored clash of the war, and most of the fuel and lubricants — 44 per cent — were used by cars, which were engaged in direct delivery of fuel and weapons to the troops. 30 per cent of the fuel in the confrontation on the Kursk Bulge fell to the share of Soviet aviation, which cleared the sky from the enemy and reinforced the attacks of armored troops with the actions of strike aircrafts from the air.

Analysis of fuel consumption from one major battle of the Great Patriotic War to another shows the dynamic mechanization of the Red Army. Both in the battle of Stalingrad, and in the «battle of machinery» on the Kursk Bulge, and during the Berlin offensive operation, the Soviet troops consumed approximately 150 thousand tons of fuel. But in the first case, this amount was spent in six months, in the second one — in 50 days, and in the third one — in 23 days.

Marshal of the Soviet Union A. M. Vasilevsky noted that in the most difficult conditions, specialists of fuel services always coped with all the tasks set, without disrupting a single operation. Officers and soldiers were highly appraised by Marshal of the Soviet Union K. K. Rokossovsky, who emphasized that they were inexhaustibly inventive. And, of course, we will add, the Gubkin school affected!

DURING THE WAR, PEOPLE HAD TO DO EVERYTHING AT ONCE — TRANSPORT ENTERPRISES, BUILD NEW PLANTS, DEVELOP FIELDS, LAY PIPELINES, OPEN FACULTIES

My grandfather Stepan Gavrilovich Kurilen was one of the heroes of CPC Panorama’s issue dedicated to the 70th anniversary of the Great Victory. I couldn’t even imagine what wonderful consequences that article would bring when I was telling my colleagues about my beloved veteran, who had passed away many years before, unfortunately.

When sharing my grandfather’s story, I mentioned his brother Vladimir, who had died at the front line. However, it turned out there was also the third brother, Aleksandr! And my family only found out about him in 2018, when his granddaughter saw the article about my beloved veteran, had a touching message on its reverse side left by her father for his younger brother: “A keepsake for my beloved brother Sasha. From Stepan. Take care, Sasha, for a pilot’s life is short, although the profession itself is honourable. I love it. January 21, 1943. The town of Chkalov.”

It is impossible to describe how nervous I was ascending the escalator of the Sant Petersburg metro to meet Olya. On the one hand, I had never ever met her before. What would we even talk about? On the other hand, there was this growing desire for meeting my sister and the feeling of being even closer to my grandfather. All my doubts disappeared as soon as I saw Olya. We greeted each other with a hug, went to a nearby café, and... we ended up talking for four hours straight. We shared our memories of our grandfathers, grandmothers, mothers... It turned out we had so much in common! We looked alike, we had the same values, and we were the same family. And we would have talked even for longer if we hadn’t had to part.

Was I walking back to my hotel? No, I was flying! It was peculiar, incomparable happiness that I wanted to share with the whole world. I was smiling all the time. I had one more sister! And she was amazing. We were the branches of the same tree. I also had that warm feeling that my grandfather, my dearest veteran, was somewhere nearby, and very happy, too.
HEROES FROM ATYRAU

T he geographic location of the region obliged it to become one of the strategically important rear areas. On July 7, 1941, a casualty clearing station was established in Guryev, through which 35,320 people from every part of the Soviet Union passed up until November 20, 1941. In the autumn of 1941, the Guryev region also came here. The people of Voronezh. Workers of a mechanical plant from the town of Nezhin of Chernihiv region also came here. The machine tool plant named after G. I. Petrovsky was also fully evacuated from Donbass and transferred here. This plant later became the Guryev Machine-Building Plant (known today as AtyrauNefteMash). Each of these plants manufactured hardware for the battlesfront non-stop. In addition to the industrial facilities, there were five hospitals in the town. They were located in the Kuybyshev School, in a local youth center, in the building of the fishing industry school, in the recreation- al center for oil workers, and in the building of the polytechnic school. In these hospitals, more than 9,000 soldiers and commanders of the Red Army were cured.

In 1942, Guryev hosted an infantry school that prepared future troop and company commanders. One of the school’s divisions was located in the Kuybyshev School (now – the office of KazTransGas Armak), where 2,500 subalterns were trained in two years. Many of its students were born in Guryev. In the spring of 1942, Guryev seaport was opened on one of the Bolshiy Pashnye islands, which became a transshipment terminal for oil and other freight for military use. The front was approaching Guryev. In the summer of 1942, the 47th Machine Gun Artillery Division came to the town to defend its oil depots and oil products. And that was a timely measure: when the Nazis approached the Volga River, Guryev appeared to be in the field of fire of enemy aircraft. On September 10, 1942, a Junkers Ju-88 crossed the town’s skies. It dropped propaganda leaflets on the areas around the fish cannery and Zumysker settlement. Until the end of September, the enemy planes appeared above the town five times; they quickly retreated every time they noticed Russian fighters up in the sky. On October 4, 1942, another Ju-88 tried to make its run over oil storage tanks in Shiriya settlement, but the attack was repulsed. There were no more attempts to bomb the town. In May 1944, the Nazis landed their force of 16 divisions on residents of the Attyrau Region were members of so-called Turkestan Legion, in the Zhylyy District. The main goal was to destroy oil fields across the Guryev Region. But thanks to the alertness of the locals, one part of the landing force was neutralized and the rest was captured.

When the war started, thousands of students of the Attyrau Region stated their willingness to go to the front. A total of forty-two thousand citizens were called up for the army; more than 13,000 of them never came back home. Most of them were killed in battles, some are still deemed to have gone missing.

THEIR DESCENDANTS REMEMBER THEIR HEROIC DEEDS. The record of the Great Patriotic War has many examples of the excellent performance of military duty by our fellow countrymen and of their bravery and unselfish serving their motherland. Nine of them were given a title of the Hero of the Soviet Union. Kaiyrgali Smagulov was raised in the Uralsk Orphanage and worked at the fish cannery in Guryev. He was called up for the Red Army when he was 20. He participated in battles (near Rostov-on-Don and Ordzhonikidze settlement) since the very first days of the war. In September 1943, he was expelling the Nazis from Novorossyysk as a member of a landing party for four days. On November 17, 1943, he was awarded the title of the Hero of the Soviet Union for his bravery and courage that he had demonstrated in the battles on the “Malaya Zemlya” Gabri Musrepov dedicated his famous story “The Kazakh Batyr” to him. Later, the author made some additions and changes to the story and gave it the second name, “A Soldier From Kazakhstan”. On May 6, 2010, there was the grand opening of the Hero’s bust in the field of fire of enemy aircraft. On September 10, 1942, a Junkers Ju-88 crossed the town’s skies. It dropped propaganda leaflets on the areas around the fish cannery and Zumysker settlement. Until the end of September, the enemy planes appeared above the town five times; they quickly retreated every time they noticed Russian
Vasiliy Gerasimenko was born in 1917 in Gospitalnaya Slobodka settlement of the Volyn Region of Ukraine. His mother was a worker, his father a foreman at the Gospitalnaya Machine-Tool Plant. Gerasimenko joined the Komsomol in 1934, and the Red Army in 1941. He was a member of the 476th Infantry Regiment of the army and served in the Zhukovskiy Air Force Engineer Corps. The enemy knocked out a flak battery and an infantry company accepted a desperate battle with a group of Nazis made up of 1,500 soldiers, which escaped from encirclement. When all Russian commanders were killed, it was Corporal Abrosimov who assumed command of the company. The enemy was suppressed and turned to flight. But when surrendering, a Nazi officer discharged a handgun at Mikhail. M. R. Abrosimov was posthumously awarded the title of the Hero of the Soviet Union. 

The Nazis called these creative and uncatchable pilots Nachtscheven (The Night Hunters). The book described the missions were 5 to 8 minutes long, sometimes there were 6 to 8 missions per night (up to a dozen during long winter nights). The total flight time of the regiment was 28,076 hours, which is 1,191 days.

Khiuaz Dospanova was a navigator sniper with more than 300 flights on her account. Slim and small Kata — that’s how her friends called her — was a brave pilot leaping into action despite all the injuries and traumas. A year before the war, she finished school with a gold medal, and thanks to the aeroclub classes she received her pilot license along with her school certificate. Then she went to Moscow, where the committee of the Zhukovsky Air Force Engineering Academy turned her down: they accepted men only. Khiuaz entered a medical university and finished her first year in the summer of 1941. When Khiuaz found out about the establishment of a women’s aviation regiment under the command of Marina Raskova, she immediately applied for it and soon went to Saratov to study at the aviation college with the other girls. In May 1942, the only women’s light bomber regiment in the USSR was transferred to the command of Senior Lieutenant Yevdokiya Bershanskaya. The regiment was named after her.
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Most of the Atyrau heroes went to the front when they were young. The war ruined all their plans. Our region is proud of our countrymen and their contribution to the Victory. Their descendants will always remember their heroic deeds expressing bravery and passionate love for their motherland.
about his grandfather

Pyotr Leybenko was born on July 14, 1909, in Yandyki settlement of Limansky district of the Astrakhan Oblast. He was called up for the Red Army in January 1942. His battle history started with the 18th Kuban Cossacks’ Cavalry Squadron. He fought for Rostov-on-Don and defended the Caucasus. On December 15, 1942, he secretly approached the enemy’s fortifications and single-handedly destroyed its machine-gun crew. That led to him being awarded Medal “For Battle Merit”. In August 1942, Pyotr Petrovich participated in the famous attack against superior enemy forces near Kushchevskaya settlement of the Krasnodar Region as a member of a mounted formation of the Cossacks’ troops. An injury rendered him unable to continue fighting, so he was relocated to the Ural Tank-Building Plant. He returned to his home settlement after the war finished.

LYAKHIN, FYODOR
Konstantin Lyakhin, Lead Engineer, Labour and Industrial Safety (Western Region, Krasnodar), about his grandfather

Fyodor Lyakhin was born in Novopetrovka village of the Bashkir ASSR. He was called up for the army on June 15, 1941. In August 1942, he participated in the defense of Krasnodar. In the spring of 1943, he ascended to an altitude of 121.4 km west of Krymsk, which was later called Sopka village of the Bashkir ASSR. He was injured and awarded the Category II Order of the Great Patriotic War. In January 1944, my grandfather participated in the Cape Tarkhan landing operation. His motorboat was pulled out to the Sea of Azov due to stormy weather. He was awarded the Order of the Red Star for his bravery and heroism displayed when saving his boat and men.

MUHKLAYEV, ULYUMDZHI
Elveg Bembejev, Senior IT Engineer (Central Region, Astrakhan), about his grandfather

Ulyumdzhi Mukhlayev was born on May 12, 1922, in Yasta settlement (Dolbansky district, Kalmyk ASSR). He was called up for the front in April 1942. He fought as a member of the South-East, Don, South, and the Fourth Ukrainian fronts. From July 1942 until November 1942, Sergeant Mukhlayev took command of a mortar crew of the 622nd Regiment of the 124th Infantry Division. In 1942, as a member of the 150th Guards Regiment of the 50th Guards Rifle Division if the 5th Attack Army, he participated in breakthrough battles against the Nazis in Stalingrad and its suburbs. He was involved in the liberation of the Rostov, Voroshilovgrad, Donetsk, and Zaporizhia Regions, which was happening from 1942 until 1943. He was injured and awarded the Category II Order of the Great Patriotic War.

ODINOKOV, VLADIMIR
Mariya Vasina, Administrative Assistant (General Director, CPC, Moscow), about her grandfather

Vladimir Odinokov was born in 1915. He attended school for working youth and at the same time was engaged in the activities at the Society for the Promotion of Aviation and Chemical Defense (Osoaviakhim). He learned light aircraft operation and jumped with a parachute. He was called up for the army in 1933 and served near Kyiv. He was not accepted to the flight school due to medical reasons. In 1941, he was called up to serve at the Leninabad airfield. He spent all the war serving in an air defense meteorological unit ensuring flights safety. He met the end of the war as an engineer mayor in Tukums (Latvia). My grandfather finished his military service as an engineer colonel of the air defense general staff. Fighting award: two Orders of the Red Star, medals: “For Battle Merit” and “For the Victory over Germany”.

SUVOROV, SERGEY
Pavel Nekrasov, Oil Products Operator, PS-5 (Stavropol Krai), about his grandfather

Sergey Suvoarov was born in 1901. He got to the front in August 1941. He was a member of a separate infantry regiment up until July 1942. Then he was injured and stayed at the hospital until October of the same year. Then he went to the front again. He met the end of the war in Katowice, Poland. Sergey was awarded two medals: “For Battle Merit” and “For the Victory over Germany”.

about his great-grandfather

Andrey Solopin was born in 1909 in Zelenga settlement of Volodarsky district of the Stalingrad Region. He was called up to the front on September 10, 1941. First he was a member of the 202nd Rifle Regiment of the 81st Rifle Division in the Krasnodar Region. He was captured in June 1942 (unofficial data obtained when aligning the events with orders), and was liberated at the beginning of 1943 by the soldiers of the 317th Rifle Division, where he eventually resumed serving. He fought throughout the whole war and managed to come back home. He died in 1971. Awarded the Medal “For the capture of Budapest”. There are only photographs and letters from the front, in which he wrote: “Don’t forget me. Remember me more often.”
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